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Hello Patrons!

What a tumultous month! Several weeks of in-
tense PVP that could lead to both of my shows 
being derailed and sent in a random new di-
rection. How exciting! On top of all that we 
had TwitchCon, too. If you didn’t get a chance, 
please make sure to check out the RollPlay pan-
el we did there (https://youtu.be/MBAsyjj_Ed4) 
as a GM, it’s always so interesting talking with 
players from another game and Octo and Els-
peth had so much to say about Oddballs. Defi-
nitely worth a view if you haven’t seen it, yet. 
Looks like November is shaping up to be pretty 
cool - here’s what I’ve got prepared for Court of 
Swords and from ye olde Swan Song and Mir-
rorshades playbook!

Thank you so much for your support, and wel-
come to Issue 27 of the GM’s Notebook.

Adam Koebel 
RollPlay GM

1
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SWAN SONG EP. 24

6ecf675e90fb38f0aa58a7d119d6424e

NOTES:

6

THE SYNDICATE
The best part of Stars Without Number (and this has been 
the case since the moment I laid eyes on it) is that it 
treats the world as a living, moving thing in which not 
just individual characters exist but the amalgam of those 
characters in Factions. Then, PCs can do as they do and 
befriend, frustrate and outright make enemies of not only 
mere other humans but of entire structures of society. 
It’s really cool because it allows you to then, on the NPC 
level, treat each NPC like the offspring of their Faction 
- both like and unlike it. So while you could say things 
about “The Madari Syndicate” (or, I dare say, House Crux, 
for example) there’s always the universally unexpected na-
ture of people themselves, made more interesting by the 
contrast and comparison to their groupings. It made an eas-
ier job for me when the time came to make the NPCs in Swan 
Song really striking. To be able to make an individual dis-
tinct from but a part of their Faction made for a dramatic 
and engaging game.

Also of significant note here: “weapons-grade drive fuel 
waste” is a very dangerous phrase. Though I feel like most 
of these notes didn’t make their way into the show - do you 
remember “Old Steel” Barton or the Hoveydan Verazat? Seems 
pretty cool, even though I never got to use it. Maybe we’ll 
make Old Steel a Deathless.

CAPTAIN BEUFORD
JP is amazingly good at just throwing monkey wrenches into 
the works. Usually in the form of secret conspiracies or 
NPCs that come out of nowhere. “Hey Adam, I call my cousin 
who is a sorcerer and also a half-unicorn” which I think if 
you’ve been watching RollPlay for very long, you’re smiling 
and nodding at this already. It’s so much fun getting to 
know players and then look back and see their patterns in 
play.

Moto Panekeku
Her name means “more pancakes” which, whatever I love stu-
pid NPC names.
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MIRRORSHADES EPISODE 16
There’s something delightful about coming up with trans-
lated names - imagining what the name is in whatever lan-
guage; Japanese, Sperethiel, Orcish - and then saying it 
in English. Exhibit A: the Turbo Lemon Nightmare, a gang 
with a laughable name in English but I’m sure they’re 
much more intimidating in Japanese. Though, to be hon-
est, there’s something about the way Japan names things 
in English that has its own absurd logic - the Turbo Lem-
on Nightmare is probably actually written as “Taabo Remon 
Naitomaru” in katakana anyway. Isn’t language fun?

THE SITUATION
I write down all these things that could or might happen 
but the best shit is never on them. It’s always “the PCs 
do karaoke” or “everything is on fire” and you never plan 
for that stuff. As a GM, you have to create structure but 
not for the PCs to follow. It’s more of a landscape for 
them to demolish and redesign. There has to be structure 
for chaos to thrive. The GM, the eternal straight-man, 
ours is to take the pie to the face over and over and to 
set up for the next gag. Which I love about it. When it 
comes down to it, the GMs job is so much just about spot-
lighting. For me, having a general idea of how the world 
might look without PC intervention helps see where the 
fault lines are.

NATIONAL BEAUTIFICATION ZONE
Add it to the list of uncomfortable Japanese names for 
things. A local 2050 version of the Greater East Asian 
Co-Prosperity Sphere, maybe.

CALL / SEND TAPE
Why call when you can send a VHS tape. The cyberpunk fu-
ture awaits.

[MIRRORSHADES]
EPISODE 16

COMMENTARY

SEVEN(7)
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